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Visual Learning ls More Than Meets the Eye
The Effects of Eye stress on the Education of young children

We are born with sight, but

The rigors of the standards-based
classroom are often out of sync with what is
physiologically appropr:iate for four, five and
six-year-old children. The testing emphasis
arsund the nation requires mastery of early
reading skills. However, for some children
entering kindergarten as their first formal
schooling, decoding symbols is a pressure-
based task that supersedes thq more
necessary broader-based educational
experiences.

As educators we need to be aware that
there is a hierarchy of experiences through
which each child must pass before a formal
reading program begins. Research indicates
that before a child can associate squiggly
marks with meaning, the child must be
involved in concrete, multi-sensory
activities.

Research shows that eighty percent of
childhood learning is obtained through
vision (Zaba, Palmer, Murray). Many
schools use the Snellen Eye Chart, where a
child is asked "Which way is the E
pointingT'to assess visual acuity. The
20120 score does not indicate optimal vision
for academic success, but only how well a
child sees an object from 20 feet away.
Dr. Donald Getz writes that parents and
teachers perceive that a 20120 score
indicates normalvision. In fact this idea
gives a false sense of security.

Formal reading programs demand that
children decipher symbols at a much closer
range, 11-16 inches in front of their eyes.
Those working with young children need to
recognize that the Snellen Eye test is only
one portion of a comprehensive eye

vision is learned . Bradford Munay o.D.

examination and does not provide sufficient
information to assess a child's readiness to
learn to read. Severalfactors should be
bonsidered befiore making that assessment.
Among those factors are the student's
intellectual foundation and ability to perform
activities that require the student to focus on
and manipulate objects less than a foot
away. When it is determined that a child
has difficulty with those kinds of activities,
poor eyesight may be the reason, and a
comprehensive vision screening should be
required.

When educators apply the following
tenets, they contribute to an exemplary
early childhood classroom program.
Then the students are afforded the
opportunity to become the best learners
they can!

. A foundation for a strong intellectual
program begins with experiential activities
that include play, exploration and discovery
in the content areas using natural materials,
i.e. sand, water, rocks, pets, and gardening.
This integrates learning through all of the
senses that scripted lessons and isolated
worksheets and workbgoks do not.

. Vision, the abiliiy to derive meaning and
direct action from what is seen, is learned.
It is imperative that classroom teachers be
cognizant of the components of a healthy
visual program for children.

. Before a formal reading program begins,
. children should undergo a comprehensive

vision screening. This assessment device
should include, but should not be l imited to,
eye movement control, near and far
focusing, visual motor integration, and eye
teaminq abilitv.
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Educational Concerns

The American Foundation for Vision
Awareness found when studying delinquent
adolescents that 74% of them did not pass
at least one part of a comprehensive vision
test. This astounding statistic demonstrates
the importance of directing attention to
appropriate and timely vision screening.

A visual system dysfunction may be the
cause of their problems. This may
especially be true of kindergarten children
who have not yet developed the acuity,
perception, eye coordination and movement
necessary for organizing, prioritizing and
sequencing visual stimuli required for active
and passive acquisition of information.

Children have different developmental
rates of acuity (how wellthey see),
perception (hovt wellthey process yisual
information), coordination and accuracy of
eye movement. Children's eyesight should
be assessed to determine if they can see
well, process visual information correctly,
coordinate and accurately move their eyes.
lf visual, perceptual and eye movement
intervention activities are warranted, they
can be individually addressed by expert
medical practices.

Exchanging active learning through
traditional games and activities for passive
acquisition of information and entertainment
through television, computers and video
games is questionable. These activities
tend to take children out of the social realm
of development, and add stress on their
eyes.

Necessarv Visual Skil ls

For a child to have optirnal success in a
formal reading program, the following visual
skills need to be in place:
r Binocular Coordination: Both eyes must

work together as a team.
. Orientation and Localization: The child

must attend to an object long enough to
inspect it fully and determine its physical
properties.

. Visual Manual Inteqration: The eye and
the hands work together when
performing motor activities.
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. Visual Scanninq: The child must have
the ability to move eyes quickly and
accurately.

. Direci ionali tv: Englishlanguage
learners need to move their eyes from
left to right and top to bottom as they
track down the page.

. Visual Accommodation: The child's
eyes adjust to near point (close up)
activities such as reading and drawing.
Screen-type activities add to problems
associated with near point vision.

o Span of Perception: The child is able to
clump letters into words, words into
phrases, and ultimately phrases into
sentences.

Activit ies for Home and School

Parents and teachers bear the
responsibility to provide a variety of
activities that develop a wide spectrum of
visual skills. Included below are some
activities that can develop vision capacities
in young children:

. Ailistic: finger painting, easel painting,
tearing, cutting, drawing, sculpting,
sewing and weaving, woodworking and
hand crafts

. Domestic: sweeping, dusting, mending,
polishing, washing dishes and windows

. Math: sorting, classifying, seriating,
pattern making, block building, working
with geo-boards, pegboards, puzzles
and mazes

. Science: observing and caring for the
world around them, seasonal
awareness, life cycles of animals and
plants, magnets and magnification

r Literacv: story time, rhyming and
alliteration fun, book making, trips to the
library, I Spy-type games

. Phvsical: ball catching, throwing and
kicking, hopping, skipping, jumping
rope, and target games

. Social Studies: neighborhood walk,
mural making, f ield tr ips, family and
holiday projects
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Observable Glues to
Glassroom Vision Problems

The following checklist from the Optometric
Extension Program is a helpful guide of
observable clues for classroom vision problems:

1. APPEARANCE OF EYES
. One eye turns in or out at any time
. Reddened eyes or lids
. Eyes tear excessively
. Encrusted eyelids
. Frequent sties on eyes.

.2. 
COMPLAINTS WHEN USING EYES AT
A DESK
. Headaches in forehead or temples
. Burning or itchy eyes after reading or

desk work
Print blurs after reading a short time

. Complains of seeing double (diplopia)

. Words move or "swim" on the page

3. BEHAVIORAL SIGNS OF VISUAL
PROBLEMS
A. EYE MOVEMENT ABILITIES
(Ocular Motility)
. Head turns while reading across

the page
. Loses place frequently during reading
. Needs finger or marker to keep place
. Short attention span in reading or copying
. Frequently omits words
r Writes uphill or downhill on paper
. Rereads or skips lines unknowingly
. Orients drawings poorly on page

B. EYE TEAMING ABILITIES
' (Binocularity)

. Repeats letteis within words

. Omits letters, numbers or phrases

. Misaligns digits in number columns

. Squints, closes or covers one eye

. Tilts head extremely while workinQ at desk

. Odd working posture at desk activities

C. EYE.HAND COORDINATION ABILITIES
. Must feel things "to get the idea"
. Eyes not used to "steer'' hand movements

(extreme lack of orientation, placement of
words or drawings on a page)

. Writes crookedly; poorly spaced; cannot
stay on ruled lines

. Misaligns both horizontal and vertical
series of numbers

" Uses hand as "spaced'to control spacing
and al ignment on page
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. Repeatedly confuses left-right directions.

D. VISUAL FORM PERCEPTION (Visual
Gomparison, Visual lmagery, Visualization)

. Fails to recognize same word in next
sentence

. Reverses letters and/or words in writinq
and copying

. Difficulty recognizing rninor differences

. Repeatedly confuses words with similar
beginnings and endings

. Fails to visualize urhat is read silently or
aloud

. Whispers to self for reinforcement while
reading silently

. Uses "drawing with fingers" to discriminate
similarities and differences

E. REFRACTIVE STATUS
(Nearsig htedness, Farsightedness,
Focus Problems, etc.)

. Quickly loses interest in reading

. Biinks excessively at desk tasks or
reading

. Holds book too closely; face too close to
desk

. Makes errors in copying from page to
paper

. Squints to see chalkboard, or requests to
move nearer

. Rubs eyes during or after short periods of
visual activity

o Blinks to clear view of chalktroard after
reading or writing on paper

What the Experts Sav

"Many children are programmed for academic
failure simply because their visualsysfems are
not sufficiently developed to cope with the
demand of reading and writing tasks atthe
kindergarten and first grade levels." Parents
Active for Vision Education, P.A.V.E.

"Even children with perfect eyesight suffer from
vision disorders that thwart their effort to learn
and dgom them to failure in school." Marcia
Kamien, Optometric Extension Program

"Children who are farsighted need to exerl more
effoft in order to see clearly.' They may not be
able to see c/ose work very well. Being
farsighted can also cause children to have poor
co n ce ntrati o n, b I u rre d v i s i o n, ey e strai n, f atig u e
and/or headaches with close work," College of
Optometry, Ohio State University
http ://optom etry. osu. eduiresearch
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"Neurological abilities (eye-hand movements,
vis ual converge nce, reflex m aturiA, atte ntion,
etc.) are a readiness foundation for academic
work." Dr. Lyelle Palmer (2003), p.4

"Brain research suggesfs that children who have
dfficufty organizing stimuli at a sensory level
may have problems organizing other types of
input, as in reading comprehension or making
sense of math problem." Dr. Jane Healy (1998),
p.122

"Every moment of visual experience is a pad of
the practice and organization which will prepare
your child for the visual load of the c/assroom. "
Parents' Guide and Checklist, Optometric
Extension Program

"My study of children in the Baltimore City Public
Schoo/ sysfem over the past 7-8 years identified
eady childhood development problems and the

,most significant causes of academic difficufties
tater in school. The children are simply coming
to schoolmissing many of the essential visual
abilities needed to learn. The screenings being
done by fhe schoo/s and the medical
establishment are just not picking up these at-
risk children." Paul Harris, OD, Baltimore, MD.

"Good vision ls essenfia/ for academic success.
Children who cannot see properly, either to
focus on the blackboard or to do close work like
reading or writing, will naturally make more
misfakes and sa find learning a frustrating
experience." Alison Armstrong and Charles
Casement, The Child and the Machine, p. 156
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